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143-Lecture14
Lasttime:(abstract) rootsystems

Fix a finite. dim. real rector space E

with a bilinear form (...) thatis symmetric, positive definite

Soy appropriately choosing bases, can identity [with IR"

with standard inner product, butthismay be inconvenient]
For 0 Fxe, letHx=[veEl(v,2) =0].
in

electingaisthenearmeetthe



re) Afinite subset? E)90] is arystem if

⑫ E is spanned by I ⑬ra(t) =Vae
⑭Rane =(52) frae2va
The elems of8 are called roots
The subgrap ofSLIE) generated by Iralae13
is called the wrap of8, often denoted W

Notation:Set,2) =a for ape d

I GSEand I's' are rootsystems, then an isomorphism-
8-is a linear bijectionf:its' suchthatXf(B), f(a))=4,d) Vaped.

and (5) =I'



Motigation:Suppose is a semisimple Lie algebra,

over D, finite dim and nonzero. Choose a maximal

toral subalgebra HSL and letHP= (linear maps H+D7.
↳ (all elements are semisimple)
(if L is classical, can take to be subalgebra ofdiagonal matrices inL)

For each a#* define La
=[XeL/(h,x) =x(h)XV neH7.

Set b =9xeA*101 LaFo]. We showed H =Lo isabelian.

So we have a decomposition L =A* *re
↳Here, I is a rootsystem in E =R-span9x13,where

the relevant form (i) is the killing form ofL
restricted to H, and then transferred to t*by nondegeneracy.
Also: (a) Lat Ve



Up to isomorphism, there are 4 rootsystems in IR2:
BGastring has size l

*axa, stea - -fur &
N -7

↓String has sizeI

I X

A2⑰
-strng has sizes

39+2
astring has size4

B

-

da aI



prop. LetI be a rootsystem with Weyl group W.

If6 -6L(t) has 0(4) =6 then orao" =rocal

and (B,=(0(B), 0(47 Vx,1.

PS Compute orao"(0(B)) =0rx() =(p)- (P,x70(x).

clearlyorco" preserves 6 and sends 0(x) 15-6(X).

Also orao" fixes the hyperplaneo(Ha) where Ha=(veet(ral=o]
Apriori, we don'tknow that o(ta)=Aocas. If we knew this

then Iwould be clear bycomparing formulas thatorao" =vocal
and also (,) =(01), 8(a)) Va,8. So justneed to show:

remma
If 0 -62(t) has0(5) =6 and a fixes a hyperplane

As Ewhile sendingsome of xet to -a, then H
=Ha and 0 =00.

thiselement musthave aH



Pfildea (compare with textbook)
refine t =ora. Then [(x) =c, [1) =G, fixes Apt-wise
choose a basis V, V2, ..., un- for H. Setvn =x.

Since a *H, v,Va...,wn is a basis fare. But the

matrixof5 in this basis is the identitymatrix,so i =1.8

Lemme Letdiedbe nonproportional (so aF+) ⑧

(a) If (a,B) <0 then
2- Bet(b) If(x,)so then x+ =>8.

4)(b) followsfrom (a), swapping and
-for (a):(8,)0 =(4,) <0.

The acute angle between 4 and mustbe Ts,Yu,
or16 (byconsidering the4 rood

(since I notorthogonal) and musthave (,) =1 or [B,d)=1.
systems in12)

If <a =then a
- =0 () - 6.I (,) =1thena- =

- 0a() -.



for diet, with *As, the roughonceisthe set of roots (+i<lic] not.
finite buthas no"gaps 11

Prop. There are integers airs such that the -string
through is exactly [B + ix 1 -rsis93.
#Ifthere were any gaps in the string, then we could find

PiSEX with -rsps2 where +px, + sa-6 but

3 +(px1), +(s-1)248. ... esp--a-
Prev lemma implies (B +P2,x)

=
0 (B+sx,x)

=>((s-p)x,) =15-p)(2,2) so, impossible as (ii) is pos, definiter



Dr. The integers 1,950 such thatthe 2-string through

is [tia)-rsiza) satisfy r-q =(8,e(0,51,52,73)
So every 2-string has at most 4 elements.

~and in fact, reverses

PI, the reflection to preserve the c-string through

Since ra(B +ix) =B -k,x) +i)a. Therefore
u

EX

musthave ra +9x) =B-rd. But

r( +qx) =B -(,)x-qso(8,x) =r-q.


